
Hi! I hope this finds you well! 



My name is Leon and this is my illustration portfolio.

I’d be the happiest if you had a look at my work!



This is a monthly flyer I  
was asked to design for  
a Berlin nightclub called
Watergate. It proposes  
some places to disappear  
to during the cold, cold  
berlin winter.



After the flyer was released I expanded the set of drawings and compiled them into a pictogram font 
with 52 characters.





For the “Studieninfo” 2014 of my school 
(Hochschule für Künste Bremen) I made 
a drawing about the wonders of art school 
that was then split up and used throughout 
the booklet as chapter introductions.



This is the  
complete drawing



Again for HfK, I  
had the honor to 
design the poster for  
the “Hochschultage” 
(open days) in 2014,



and also make a short
animation trailer that  
was played in every  
cinema in Bremen.

click on image  
to play trailer

https://vimeo.com/84391694


A more recent project 
is about my friend Sergio.



»Less is more?!«

He is kind of an obnoxious asshole, but  
somehow I can never stay mad at him for long.



»What is mansplaining?«

I guess the same goes for Ella, his girlfriend, 
who also seems quite attached to him ...



... even though he puts her through some rough times.

»It’s not you babe, it’s the zeitgeist.«



Sergio even made it into print recently:

Literaturspiegel  
09/2018



There is a book in the making about Sergio’s life, that should drop sometime this fall...

»Cu—ra—tor, huh?!«



click image for more!

... and he also has an Instagram account where he educates and philosophizes weekly.

https://www.instagram.com/i_am_not_sergio/


This page was published in a magazine called Zeitschrift der Straße. In the 
story, the narrator jumps between memories far gone, present circumstances 
and future possibilities as she walks through her old neighborhood.



This one illustrates an essay concerned  
about the future of television I  
“commisioned” myself and published in  
my graduation project TECHNO1.



These pages also were published in TECHNO1, although I’m not sure if they technically  
count as  “illustrations”, since I simply uploaded pictures into a pre-existing script.



After exhausting this approach, I turned to creating my own emojis ...



... since I always had the feeling that there is something missing  
from the range provided by the unicode consortium.



Not only does the current state of affairs call for a wider means of expression ...



... also matters of the heart have not yet fully found  
their way into our smartphone keyboards.





A more traditional approach was 
taken to imagine the people behind 
lonely heart advertisements found  
in Zeit Magazin ...

Kardiologe mit Herz, junggebl. 50/1,80, 
Kosmopolit, schlank, humorvoll, sucht 
die besondere Frau zum Leben, Lachen 
und Träumen, mit Kinderwunsch. Freue 
mich auf Zuschriften, bitte mit Bild.

Belesene Sie - lebensbejahend, mit 
natürlicher Ausstrahlung, will nicht 
länger allein sein.



... as well as for the “ABC of Shitty Jokes”, that attributes 
a word to each letter in the alphabet which then becomes 
the base of a cartoon.

These are images of the first edition 
that I foolishly bound myself...



... these are from the revised edition  
of the book, drawn with ink and pen  
(how real is that?!?) ...

H is Happy

S is Shit

V is Voulnerable



...and this is people wondering who  
the hell came up with these stupid jokes  
when they were exhibited in Bremen.



Even before the shitty jokes, I was one of 
the founding members of Bonjour magazine, 
a publication by the ‘illustration class’ of 
Samuel Nyholm at HfK Bremen.

Some of my drawings were published ...



... some were rejected.



Postkarte (Din A6) EN

Postkarte (Din A6) ENAlso rejected was this approach to the 
“Call for Applications” for HfK Bremen ...

... because Art is a serious matter!



Even though the Meisterschüler class of 2016  
apparently didn’t think so, since they let me  
design their catalogue, displaying these three  
endangered medicinal plants on the cover.



Also endangered (I guess) are some of these animals from Africa that I drew for Uni Spiegel.



And lasttly, this is the middle spread of Literaturspiegel 05/2018,  
for which I was asked to illustrate an essay by Andreas Meier.



That’s all for now. Thank you for your attention.
I sincerley hope it was worth your while.

If you should ever find yourself in need of  
my services, please do not hesitate to contact  
me at hallo@leonlothschuetz.com

mailto:hallo%40leonlothschuetz.com?subject=

